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GO J:> passes collective bargaining provision
NATE ENWALD
nenwa I 28@uwsp.edu

At a forum sponsored by the
UWSP College Democrats Tuesday
night, Stevens Point Area Senior High
teacher Glen Reindl talked about the
collective bargaining bill passed by
the GOP last week and its effects on
local teachers.
Reindl' s 72-page agreement contract signed with the SPASH school
district is now at the complete discretion of the SPASH school board with
the exception of base wages.
"We are now at the mercy of the
school board," said Reindl.
Last week Wednesday, the
Wisconsin Republican Party pushed
through their agenda without the
presence of the Democratic Senators
who fled the state to postpone the
controversial finance bill.
Wisconsin State law stipulates
that at least 20 Democratic Senators
need to be present to open the quorum
to vote on any financial or monetary
related bill. The Republicans counteracted the Democratic tactic by stripping all of the financial aspects of
their proposal, leaving only the dismantling of public unions' power to
collectively bargain for medical insurance and retirement packages, along
with many other items.
The Republicans, having claimed

Photo Harley Atlenburg

Last week, the Republican-controlled Senate pushed the collective bargaining bill through without the presence of at least 20 Democratic
senators. Protesters continued their strike on the Capitol, and opponents claim the passage was a violation of open meeting laws.

for weeks that this proposal was
strictly about finances and leveling
Wisconsin deficits, cut all finances
from the bill, cast their votes while

Democratic Senator Mark Miller was
"Clearly what you just observed
verbally objecting and denied any •was not a violation of the rules, but a
motions, passing the bill in under two
hours.
See Bill, page 2
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C0D1Dlunity le_cture highlights diversity, GDR courses
people succeed at the University of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point.
"The focus that has been placed
Thursday,
Professor Dejan on racial and ethnic diversity, while
Kuzmanovic give the latest lecture in clearly very significant, has been too
this year's Community Lecture Series narrow and that some other kinds
entitled "Teaching General Education of diverse groups of people have not
Courses in the Spirit of Inclusive been included in initiatives and projExcellence" at the Portage County · ects," said Kuzmanovic. "Diversity
Library.
can include any individual differencThe
focus
of
Professor es that can be engaged in the process
Kuzmanovic' s lecture was on mov- of learning."
ing beyond traditional thinking in
These differences could include
terms of diversity and incorporat- sexual orientation, gender expression,
ing the many forms that diversity disabilities, and age.
can manifest itself. He stressed that
Kuzmanovic notes that diver~
including these many forms into the sity is not only e.bout having many
classroom will help diverse groups of diverse people on campus. What
LOGAN CARLSON
lcarl555@uwsp.edu
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must be asked, he said, is whether
these students that come from diverse
backgrounds can actually succeed on
campus. That is where the process of
inclusive excellence comes in.
"Inclusion is the active, intentional, on-going engagement with diversity in ways that increase awareness,
knowledge and understanding of the
ways people engage with the institution," said Kuzmaovic. This not only
applies to the ways that students
interact with professors but other
administrators.
Professor Kuzmanovic currently serves as the faculty advisor to
UWSP's Gay-Straight Alliance, and'
was chosen by the university to attend

the UW System Feedback Group
on Inclusive Excellence in 2008, as
well as serve on the UWSP Inclusive
Excellence Team in 2009.
As UWSP undergoes its general
education requirement transformation, Kuzmanovic stressed it was
important to create an institutional
philosophy that conceives diversity
as a multi-layered process through
which excellence is achieved not only
in academics but also research, teaching, student development and institutional functions.
Diversity is often seen as a "problem" that needs to be "solved", but
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W~ST ready to solve sus:t ainability solutions
AARON OSOWSKI
aosow8 I 2@uwsp.edu

You might not know it, but many
of co~o11, everyday products used
by all of us are in some way made
.·with petroleum. Aspirin, bubble gum,
dishwashing soap, toothpaste and
shaving cream, among scores of other
products, all contain petroleum to
some extent.
With a worldwide energy crisis
and the knowledge that petroleum is
a finite resource, trying to find alter. native materials to produce products
such as these is crucial.
This goal is one of many for the
Wisconsin Institute for Sustainable
Technology (WIST), an institution at
the University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point that seeks to deliver sustainability solutions by combining research,
education and laboratory services.
At a recent colloquium lecture
for Phi Kappa Phi,
Paul Fowler, . the
executive director
of WIST, laid out
his organization's
plans for helping
Wisconsin become
a leader in sustainFowler
able development.
Noting three
pillars of sustainable development,
(1) social, (2) economic and (3) environmental, Fowler spoke chiefly . of
the .b enefits of the non-traditional
uses of Wisconsin's agricultural and
forest products.
He .especially referred to materials such as whey and methane in the
· dairy industry, and potato peelings in
the potato industry, which are often
produced in excess and disposed of,
usually at a high cost.
"We' re reallf looking to explore
within WIST the opportunities to say,
let's take some of this waste material
· which currently is disposed at a cost,
it actually costs money to dispose of

that material, or, at best, it's a low-valHowever, Fowler sees that this
ue feed supplement for the agricul- plan has not lived up to its potential.
ture industry, and build some really As a compostable material, the cups
substantial fuels," Fowler stated.
are often just discarded in the same
For example, whey contains a waste bins as all other :trash. Thus,
type of alcohol called a polyol that, in they inevitably end up in a landcombination with other compounds, fill with common petroleum-derived
can produce a bio-derived polyure- cups.
thane foam that is naturally fire-retar- ·
What is not being instituted,
dant.
says Fowler, is a segregation of waste
With potatoes, it is estimated that products. In other words, there is not
in Wisconsin within a 20-mile radius a special bin for compostable materiin a three-ri1onth period, an excess of als in the dining center and students
600,000 tons of potato peelings are rarely take the cups home to compost
produced.
them.
"So, if companies are generating
"The segregation of waste prodthose stocks of volume, their first ucts is primarily a communication
thought is: 'How do I get rid of this?"' problem," said Fowler.
Fowler said. "So they look to feed it
WIST hopes to utilize the power
to cattle, spread it on the land, just of UWSP' s Student Government
disperse it as quickly as they possibly Association to spread the word to
can. But in my view, they're throwing students about the incentives of comthe baby out with the bathwater." .
posting bioplastics as well as commuThis is because potato peel- -nicating the costs of sending waste to
·
ings contain that vital carbohydrate, landfills.
starch. Potato starch is particularly
Another goal in the near future
useful for the paper industry, which for WIST at UWSP is producing eneruses it for certain stages in the manu- gy from excess food waste.
.
facturing pr<?cess. It can also be used
Anaerobic digestion, a process by
to make adhesives, such as those used which biodegradable material is brofor wallpaper.
ken down in the absence of oxygen,
When commonly disposed agri- IS a method used in the dairy induscultural materials are utilized in these try to convert_the methane in aniways, the advantages are not only mal waste to energy. Such a process
enviro~ental, but also economical. could be used with food waste, but
Through contact with both. prima- the quantity and quality of methane
ry and secondary processors, WIST produced would have to be analyzed.
hopes to help businesses get the max"What 'Ye have to ask is: Are
imum potential out of their excess there feasible amounts of waste to
materials.
produce an anaerobic digester?" said
Fowler.
If there is.enough waste, the ener. Initiatives at UWSP
gy created could be enough to proAs a UWSP institution, WIST is duce electricity or power a vehicle.
WIST' s future goals for sustainespecially concerned with enacting
at UWSP are looking even
ability
sustainability. initiatives on campus.
brighter,
as SGA recently decided to
Fowler noted the introduction of
allocate
to
WIST the entirety of its
corn-derived bioplastic cups in the
previous
funding
to Naturewise, a
Dreyfus University Center's dining
Wisconsin
Public
Service
program.
hall as a step in the right direction for
on
WIST,
go to
For
more
information
UWSP. These cups are biodegradable
www.uwsp.edu/WIST.
and can be composted.

Bill/Passage may have violated open meeting laws
continued from page 1.

violation of the law," said Miller.
The Wisconsin open meetings
law requires that~ before any new
motion, a minimum of 24 hours
notice to all parties must be given
for there to be an observance of the
constitutional right. to free and open
exchange of information and ideas.
The only legal alternative is if there is
a state of emergency, which is explicitly reserved for times of war, terrorist
attacks, or natural disasters.
The
Republicans
posted
their modified bill at 4:10 p .m. on
Wednesday and started the meeting
at fr p.m. the same day, passing the
bill 18 minutes later.
"As you could see, I wanted the
Chairman to explain what good cause

even existed to have this meeting in pensions," said Reindl.
under 24 hours," said Miller, "Clearly
Walker is proposing a nearly $1
there is none, there is no emergency, billion cut in aid · to schools in his
nothing will change in the next 24 two-year budget plan that would take
hours."
effect in July. The bill will also include
· The Chairman offered no com- a local tax levy freeze, which will
ment.
limit the ability of schools and local
The law ends collective bargain- governments fo pay for cuts with
ing for public workers over every- local property tax increases.
· Now Wisconsin school _boards
thing except salary increases no higher than inflation. It also forces state and unions are rushing to make deals
workers to make benefit concessions before the new bill takes effect on
that amount to an 8 percent pay cut March 25.
on average.
Secretary of State Doug La Follette
The Stevens Point School District said · Monday he decided to delay
sees an average of 25 to 30 teachers publication of the law until the latest
retire each year. This year there will day possible, which was contrary to
be 57 teachers retiring because of the -Walker's request to publish it immeupcoming budget cuts our schools -diately in attempts to squash bargains
face.
being struck before March 25.
"Next year, there won't be any
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Lecture/Inclusive
excellence will
help campus
continued from page I

we should see it as an opportunity for
excellence.
"Different individuals require
different forms of support. It is not
sufficient to 'treat everyone equally.'
Excellence can only be achieved if
real attention is paid to the significant
differences, concerns and strengths of
various people," said Kuzmanovic.
He claims that infusing inclusive
excellence into the general education
requirements will lead to more equity
in educational outcomes.
The Community Lecture Series is
sponsored by the College of Letters
and Science and is currently in its
third year of programming. The lectures are geared towards giving the
public an opportunity to experience
and interact with professors from the
school and learn about subjects that
the professors have been doing ongoing research in.
Professor John Blakeman from
the political science department
will present the next lecture at the
Portage County Library on April
14 at 7 p.m., entitled, '~Getting to
the Supre~e Court: The Politics of
Judicial Appointments."

Legislators back SGA financial package
"Enough is enough," Testin said,
"It's time that the university administrators acknowledge that students
Several state legislators have have a right to review the budgets
recently taken a stand and pledged that have become incredibly bloated."
their support for a financial reform
Steven Ward, spokesman for
package the Student Government Patterson, said Testin' s allegations
Association passed that makes the aren't accurate and that Patterson is
SGA Finance Committee the sole taking his time to review the docubody that can allocate non-academic ment. He said SGA President Mike
student fees. Among the:r;n is for- Wilson gave Patterson 30 days from
mer Democratic State Senator Russ Feb. 25 to review the legislation and
Decker, who spoke at the SGA Senate decide if he was going to accept it. He
meeting on March 10 telling students said that by the deadline of March 27,
to make sure their voices are heard.
Patterson will have a more detailed
"Keep pound- response to how administration is
ing away until going'to handle the legislation.
· you get what you
"The chancellor is responsible for
want; until you administration of all the funds for the
get what's right," University," Ward said.
Decker said.
This legislation restructures
Decker stands authority from the University Centers
with state Rep. Advisory and Policy Board and the
Gordon
Hintz Student Health Advisory Committee
(D-Oshkosh),
Rep. from allocating Segregated Fees.
Decker
Stephen
Nass These are fees students pay in addi(R-Whitewhater) tion to their tuition that fund a majorand former Rep. Marlin Schneider ity of the non-academic services on
(D-Wisconsin Rapids).
campus, including student organizaStudent Senator Patrick Testin of tions and The Centers.
the College of Professional Studies
The legislation gives the allocahas gathered the legislators' support tion authority to the SGAfinance combecause he says the budget reform mittee, making it UWSP' s Segregated
legislation passed hasn't been recog- University Fee Allocation Committee
nized by the UWSP administration (SUFAC). Testin said that UW SystE;m
and Chancellor Bernie Patterson.

GREG UBBELOHDE
gubbe5S3@uwsp.edu

policy. states that each campus can
have only one SUFAC, and the legislation passed means that the Student
Senate has chosen the SGA Finance
Committee to·be UWSP' s SUFAC.
Tes tin said Patterson's timeline is
not quick enough for him.
"A 30-day time table is unacceptable. The reform package that passed
last week (Feb. 17] cleaned up a terrible mess," Testin said.
This
mess,
according to some,
has been going on
for a long time. In
a letter to the UW
System
written
on June 22, 2010,
Hintz said that
the segregated fee
allocation at UWSP
Hintz
needed to be more
clearly defined.
In a follow up letter written on
March 10, Hintz states that UWSP' s
administration needs to only work
with one SUFAC on the campus.
"Any discussions with campus
staff and student government leaders attempting to have final authority
of allocation of student Segregated
Fees without the involvement of the
recognized SUFAC would not be in
compliance with UW Regents Policy,"
Hintz said in the letter.
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Let the March Madness Begin
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way. He'll have his other number
one fall to a lower seed in the Sweet
Sixteen. He'll pick a dark horse that
will run the table in their regional.
Then he'll have Duke lose to just
As you sit quietly in your own about anybody, regardless of seed,
corner of the world and steadily just to see them elimina.tfd. Even the
sip your iced mocha latte and read most seasoned Bracketologist isn't
this fine publication, you subcon- without bias.
sciously are living in the middle of
Guys will take their brackets
the most exciting time of the year. to work with them aµd scour the
Unbeknownst to you there are agents internet all day in orq~:i; to get a leg
of the sports world that are running up on their buddies. Kids will hide
rampant across the nation. They' re at them in their notebooks and fill them
work with you, they' re in your school, out in the back of History. College
and they' re in your home. They lay students will skip class all day and
dormant for eleven months out of the watch ESPN to hear what the pros
year waiting to ravage the country have to say about certain teams.
and as soon as the NCAA conference The madness has even reached the
tournaments are done they do just Whitehouse where President Obama
that. The brackets are here.
leisurely tc1l<es his shot at predicting
ESPN is saturated with coverage the future.
and speculation on Selection Sunday.
Even when you' re not knee deep
Each college analyst racks their brain in random stats about teams you
in order to predict what team will fall haven't watched all season, that 8
where, which bubble teams will be in by 12 gauntlet still haunts
and which will be out, but ultimately your dreams
everything is up to the selection com- like a
mittee. They seed the teams, and
determine who merits an invitation to
the big dance.
Once the 64 teams are decided
and the brackets are released, the
average college basketball fan gets
to play God. But there's more
to picking a winning bracket
than just writing in names and
hoping for the best. Filling
out a bracket for March
Madness has become so
calculated that it has
become its own division
of science: Bracketology.
The
Bracketologist
will utilize all sorts of
formulas and research
in order to fill out the
most perfect bracket he
can. He'll ride two if his
number one seeds all the

AUGUSTUS MARCELLINO-MERWIN
amarc54 3@uwsp.edu
Commentary

last second buzzer beater. You become
obsessed. Family dinner becomes a
silent reflection period where all you
see when you look at your wife is
Jimmer Fredette and wonder how far
he can carry BYU in the tournament.
Your infant son's face becomes that of
Dick Vitale, endlessly mocking you
for the picks that you made.
The white knuckle thrill ride that
is March Madness is brought to the
brink of insanity through the recreational use of brackets. The month
of March is an emotional roller
coaster where the duality of the
contest is constantly testing you. It
has you praising yom own expertise one minute, then cursing your
stupidity the next.
According to the history of college basketball, the four number one
seeded teams will not be in the Final
Four together. This year's number
one seeds are Ohio State, Dul<e, Pitt
and Kansas. Three of these teams
were ranked number one
at some point
during the

regular season but all three were
upset while at the top spot. Kansas
was the number one overall seed last
season entering the tournament and
lost in the first round. Seven different teams have repeated as National
Champions, one of them being Duke.
But there's been a lot of talk of other
teams such as Richmond! Syracuse
and San Diego State. Connecticut
has maybe the player of the year
in Kemba Walker who certainly has
proven that he can take down any
team, anytime. These are all things
you have to consider when you' re
filling out your bracket.
Sorting through all the stats,
players and teams is all part of the
beautiful mess that is Bracketology.
Whether you' re a serious March
Madness aficionado, or a recreational
five dollar pooler; filling out a bracket has become a religious practice.
So religious in fact that Americans
fill out 40 million brackets a year
in hopes that theirs will be the one.
The chances of filling out a perfect
bracket are nearly impossible, but the
beauty of nearly impossible is: that
one can be anyone.
So gather your group of buddies
and throw down a couple bucks.
Not only do you have a chance
to win bragging rights and
maybe a little cash, but you
also get to watch March
Madness, the most beautiful dance you've ever seen.
If you do a little bit of
homework, think through
a few things, make a
couple guesses, and pray
every night before bed,
maybe you can be the
one that fills out the
perfecto. Or you can tear
your eyes out watching
everything fall apart.
Either way it should
be fun.

March 17, 2011
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Pointer Men basketball fall to St~ Thomas
AUGUSTUS MARCELLINO-MERWIN
amarc54 3@uwsp.edu
~ommentary

The Point Men's Basketball te.am
saw its successful season come to ·
a close last Friday at the hands of
the University of St. Thomas. Senior
forward Lou Hurd nearly forced
an overtime in the final seconds;
however the Point defense couldn't
prevent a game winner by the
Tommies and fell 64-66.
The first half was controlled
mostly by St. Thomas as they ate up
over seven minutes during a 19-6
run. Sophomore guard Jerrel Harris
knocked down two big jumpers and
Hurd added another that helped cut
the Point deficit to five at the half.
Harris opened the second
half with a three but the Tommies
regained control, going on a 14-6
run that increased their lead to 10.
However Point was able to claw
back again after senior forward Scott
Hoelzel connected on a jumper, closing the gap to three with under three 19 points and six boards. During
The team will bid farewell to a
minutes to play.
four seasons as a Pointer, Hurd accu- very successful class of seniors. Over
The next two minutes were a mulated 1,288 career points, placing the past four years, this class has postback and forth battle of who would him 15th all-time in UWSP Men's ed a record of 102-20, highlighted by
get the ball last. Both teams were held Basketball history.
their National Championship a season
scoreless until the 17 second mark.
Hoelzel went a perfect 8-8 shoot- ago. Replacing seniors Hurd, Hoelzel,
Hurd nailed a clutch three-pointer ing against the Tommie$ to add 16 forward Nick Krull, and guard Vinny
to put Point up by one in the clos- points. He also ended in double Ritchay, will prove to be a daunting
ing seconds. That's when St. Thomas digits, scoring 15.
task. The players charged with filling
senior guard Tyler Nikolai hit what
The Pointers compiled a record their shoes will have a tradition of
would prove to be the game winning of 26-4 this season; beating out excellence to uphold.
jumper with just four seconds left. UW-River Falls for both the number
Harris will be lo9ked upon next
The Pointers were unable to get off a one spot in the WIAC and for the season to continue scoring for the
last second shot, ending their season. WIAC Tournament Championship. · Pointers. With the departure of Hurd,
Hurd ended a successful tourna- This Sweet Sixteen appearance was someone else 'will need to step up
ment run by leading the Pointers with Point's second consecutive.
and be the second scorer. The Tillema

Photo courtesy of uwsp.edu

brothers are likely candidates as
junior D.µ1 and sophomore Tyler finished third and fourth respectively in
season scoring average. Sophomore
guard Jordan Giordana will also look
to have continued success. Giordana
finished the season second in threepoint percentage, behind Ritchay, and
second in threes made, behind Harris.
Giordana also led· the Pointers at the
free-throw line where he shot 94 percent on the season.
Following the win over Point, St.
Thomas beat Augustana to advance
to the teams first Final Four in
17 seasons.

· Pointer Women's Basketball ·co~e up short
SETH HOFFMEISTER
shoff583@uwsp .edu
Commentary

All good things must come to
an end, and for the University of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point Women's
Basketball team, that good thing was a
school record 20-game winning streak
and a 27-3 record for the season.
The Pointers saw the end of their
successful season March 11 in the
Berg Gymnasium against the George
Fox University Bruins, who won
71-63. In the NCAA Sweet 16 game,
the Bruins managed to get a lead
early on in the game, something the
Pointers couldn't overcome in time to
advance to the Elite 8.
In the game's first couple minutes, the Bruins were ahead 14-6.
Despite an eight-point deficit early on,
the Pointers continued to show why
they are one of the best teams in the
Division, and why they are a force to
be reckoned with. With 1:05 left in the
first half, the Pointers tied it up 36-36.
They weren't able to hang onto the
lead going into halftime; the Bruins
scored four before the clock ran out,
giving the Bruins the edge starting the

second half. The Bruins kept their
momentum going, holding onto the
lead for the rest of the game. This still
didn't stop the Pointers.
With only 1:34 remaining in the
· game, the Pointers managed to overcome the Bruins' lead, which was
nine points, a few times during the
second half, and come within four
points of victory.
As the clock was ticking down,
the score being 67-63 and advancement to the Elite 8 on the line, the
Bruins nailed four free throws and
prevented the Pointers from scoring again. The Pointers lost 71-63
and saw the end of their season, but
what a season it was.
Not only did they finish 27-3,
have a school record 20-game winning streak, but they won their fourth
straight WIAC Championship,
becoming the sixth team ever to go
16-0 in the WIAC.
While there will be many seasons
of Pointer excellence to come for the
women's basketball team, this game
marks the end of a college career of
domination for three seniors, who
have been a part of the last four
WIAC Championship teams whose
total record is a remarkable 101-19.

Andrea Flease,
Christin Coles and
Britta Peterson have a
lot to be proud of in
their four years wearing purple and yellow.
In addition to being
a part of a four-year
powerhouse
team,
Peterson was named
Player of the Year in
the Central Region
by D3.hoops.com, the
highest honor for the
All-Region Women's
Basketball Team that
she also made last year.
Flease was named
to the All-Central
Third 'ream for the
second year in a row.
One thing is for sure:
the Pointer Women's
Basketball team had
a powerhouse season, and while they
won't be advancing
to the Elite 8, we can
look forward to next
year's team. After
all, history tends to
repeat itself.

Pointer Place Town Homes
Off-Campus Housing
Groups of 5 or 6

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Newly Constructed in Fall 2008
Huge Townhouse layout (1975 sq/ft)
Oversized Single·Bedrooms
2 Full Baths - 1 Ha]fBath
Cable & Internet All Rooms
Washer & Dryer in each unit
2 Refrigerators
FREE HEAT
FREE Parking
$1525.00 per semester/person

Free City Bus Service to and from campus
directly from your doorstep
More Info:

www.pointerplace.com
or Call 252-6169 or 340-0381
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Shock and Thaw, Springtime is Upon Us in Wisconsin

SETH HOFFMEISTER
shoff583@uwsp.edu
Commentary

Springtime is upon us in
Wisconsin.· The snow is melting,
the sun is coming out, and the thermometer is i:ising above 32 degrees.
You know what that means, get
out your sandals and put on some
shorts because there's less snow on
the ground than usual. Whether the
groundhog sees his shadow or not,
you can always· count on the p~ople
of Wisconsin having an early spring.
This reporter's 2011 sandal watch saw
a peak in people wearing sandals the
week of Valentines Day, but snow
showers and single digit weather
deterred that, slightly.
Now for those of us who have
spent a winter or two or twenty in the
Northwoods, we know that we can still
count on that late April snowstorm,
maybe we'll get lucky and have a statewide snow day again. But
until that happens, we
have all of this beautiful
weather to enjoy.
Coming out
of hibernation, it
takes a little while
for our eyes to
adjust to the
brightness
and

the green stuff that is below the frozen
tundra we tread upon, but now that
the initial shock is over, what do we
do? I was trying to think of a specific
topic to write this article about, but
with this shock and thaw I can't pick
one thing to write about, so consider
this the Spring Tune Preview for the
Outdoors Section.
·
Stevens Point, while a winter
wonderland in and of itself during
the colder months, is in the middle of
the vast playground in the more tolerable months. The first thing my mind
jumps to when there is even a patch
of exposed grass is Frisbee Golfing.
It might be the be~t sport there is. It
combines walking around, usually in
a scenic wooded area, with throwing
stuff at other stuff, and it's usually not
very physically exhausting.
A day pn the Frolf course is a day
well used. While it is a bit snowy and
muddy out, and will be for -a while, a
wet disk and cold hand can be countered by bringing along a towel for the
journey. Even if you're trying to get
ready for the serious Frolf season, at
this time the real reward in a day on the
course is watching the
of the residents of Central Wiscon&1'.R come alive.
Plants are popping up, buds are
growing on bushes, and critters of all
shapes and sizes are experiencing the
same wake-up we are.
If it's a walk in the woods you

seek, there are plenty of places to elbow grease can't fix. And if it actugo around here. When in doubt, ally can't fix it, there's a bike shop
just go a few miles in any direction kitty comer from the CCC that would
and you will find yourself in the more than certainly set you up for
out of doors.
an adventure through the woods, or
If you' re looking for more direc- at least equip you to get from point
tion, then we all know Schmeeckle a to point b making this spring time
is a natural paradise at any time of opportunity both fun and functional.
year. While I wouldn't recommend
You don't need to go far to enjoy
· ice fishing at this time of year, there is the weather, though. By walking outstill a lot to do in the confines of our side you can see long boards, skateon campus nature reserve. Adventure boards, Ultimate Frisbees flying,
is on campus awaiting us. You can go Frisbee golf flailing, and just about
for a walk and take a close look at the every pick up game imaginable being
awakening, go for a run and work off played in the fields of Stevens Point,
those pounds that accumulated dur- with the exception of Ice Hockey.
ing the hibernation tournaments of I've got that itch to get outside, and
Call of Duty, or my personal favorite, I wager you do . too. Midterms are
almost over and spring break is upon
try and get lost.
Schmeeckle isn't quite big enough us. Let us get outside and enjoy the
to get lost, but if you're looking for good things. Even if you' re exhausted
more of an adventure, the Green from the semester (I know I am), you
Circle trail that circles the city runs can always look forward to a warm
right through. It makes for a ,great spring afternoon sitting on the front
bike ride. If you're like me, your bike porch with some good friends drinkchain has a nice orange hue to it, but ing some Point Root Beer. Ah, spr~g,
that's nothing some WD-40 and some it's good to see you again.

:i!it
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KAITLYN LUCKOW
kluck79 l@uwsp.edu

Tattoo parlors are usually common in college towns and Stevens
Point is no exception. In Downtown
Stevens Point alone, there are three
tattoo parlors.
One such parlor is Downtown
Tattoos. "There used to be a real crappy shop .. .! wanted to make it better," said Rocky Neuman, the owner.
Neuman taught himself how to be a
tattoo artist and has been practicing
his craft for 22 years.
"I knew from a young age I wanted tattoos . It's a unique expression of
art," said sophomore Drama and Arts
Management major Jourdyn Claman.
Claman got her first when she was 18
years old and has a total of eight tattoos at. the moment she plans on getting many more because each tattoo
expresses something different.
IIThree different people can get the
same tattoo and wear it in a completely different manner," said Claman.
Photo by Samantha Feld
Claman thinks that there are defiAbove: Tattoos are powerful forms of self
nite ups and downs of getting a tattoo. expression.
One such down is negative stigmas Upper right/lower right: Senior graphic
can sometimes be attached to them. design major Kelly Lutz loves her tattoos
"Especially against women with tat- because they have sentimental value.
toos," said Claman. "They're not seen
"Look at artist's photo
as responsible."
.Claman hopes to disprove this album. Make sure artstereotype and looks to Kat Von D,
ist knows how to tattoo.
the reality star of LA Ink. "She's giving a face for women with tattoos and What you pick you have
expressing them in a different light."
to live with for the rest of
When you're getting a tattoo
for the first time, both Neuman and your life," said N eum~.n.
Claman strongly iterated the need to
do your research.
"Look at artist's photo album.
Make sure artist knows how to tattoo. She recommends using Aquaphor
What you pick you have to live with cream to heal tattoos and to stray
for the rest of your life," said Neuman. away from anything fragranced or
You shouldn't settle for the first containing alcohol.
Always keep in mind that the
tattoo parlor you go to, check out a
tattoo
you get will. be on your body
variety of parlors.
forever.
"If you have something in mind,
"I don't think I'm going to regret
present it to the artist. If they're not
them.
You have that memory that
willing to work with you, go somelingers
that's really important," said
where else," said Claman.
Claman.
·
Safety is another factor in getting
And
the
most
dangerous
type
of
a tattoo. If the artist does not open the
tattoo?
equipment in front of you, don't get a
. "Never get a guy or girl's name,"
tattoo there; it might not be sterilized.
said
Neuman. "It's bad luck"
The time after you get a tattoo is also
Whether
getting your first or tenth
critical in making sure that yo1,1 don't
tattoo,
always
make sure you do your
get an infection.
research
and
trust the tattoo artist,
Claman got an infection on one of
then
let
your
art
be expressed on your
her tattoos on her 19th birthday and
body
forever.
had to spend the day in urgent care.
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Where are Pointers go~ng for spring break?
MADISON HEID
mheid209@uwsp.edu

Skyler Valk, Senior/ Psychology-Human services emphasis
Location: St. Lucia
"I will be doing a '\('olcano and iungle tour and chillin' at the all-inclusive
resort. I'm most looking forward to the jungle tour. Animal Planet and
Discovery Channel are my favorite channels, so f m excited to check out what
a real jungle is like."

lop 10 ·R&r1Y
spliing breaK
destinationsI

• Photo courtesy of Andy Whaley

Andy Whaley. Junior Forest Management major, with Geographical informations systems
(GIS) minor.

Location: Wisconsin
"I am going back to my hometown, Black River Falls, WI. I'll be working
for the Black River Falls Fire Department and Ambulance. I will be working on
fire/EMS. I'll be around the best group of people in the world, doing something constructive. And making money of course."

I) Las Vegas, Nevada
2) Miami, Florida
3) Key West, Florida
4) Panama City, Florida
5) New York City, New·'(ork
6) San Diego, California
7) Honolulu, Hawaii
8) Puerto Vallarta, Mexico
9) Punta Cana, Dominican Republic
I 0) Cancun, Mexico
From StudentUniverse.com
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Quartet perforn,s with acclainied UWSP professor ,_
MADISON HEID
mheid209@uwsp.edu

Segawa, violist Matthew Michelle, and
cellist Laura Kenney. They are based out
of Green Bay, and most of them are from
the Green Bay Symphony Orchestra.

our audiences on edge with beautiful
harmonies and beautiful melodies."
Autumn Sutherland, senior piano
performance major, was one of the peo-

dance at the concert.
"Watching Dr. Besalyan perform
is breathtaking and motivating," said
Kochanowski. "It is inspiring to view

On Tuesday night, the North Shore
String Quartet brought
beautiful music to
@1800 Theater with "[The music is] very passionate and very intense," Besalyan said. "We keep
one of University of our audiences on edge with beautiful harmonies and beautiful melodies."
Wisconsin-Stevens
Point's finest music
professors. This performance was part of UWSP' s Performing
"They are first class players and ple in attendance at the concert, and has him as a concert pianist as well as a colArts Series.
full of emotions and temperament," had Besalyan as a professor for three legiate professor."
Dr. Raffi Besalyan is an acclaimed Besalyan said. "It's quite fun to play years.
If you were unable to attend· the
Yamaha sponsored artist and an associ- with them; it's a lot of give and take and
"Dr. Besalyan has brought me to concert Tuesday night, there is another
ate professor of piano at UWSP. He has pull and push."
a level of playing that I never thought opportunity to hear the quartet and
played in Carnegie Hall in New York
In the concert, pieces played achievable, and he brings out the Dr. Besalyan. They will be playing on
City, as well as across the United States were written by Franck, Haydn, and potential in each of his students," said Sunday, March 20, from 12:30 p.m. - 2
and Europe.
Besalyan.
'
Shostakovich.
p.m.
The North Shore String Quartet con"[The music is] very passionate and
Annella Kochanowski, a senior
sists of violinists Yuliya Smead and Yuri very intense," Besalyan said. "We keep piano emphasis major, was also in atten-

tepRachun-appRove
Corned Beef and Cabbage

• 2 whole cloves
• 1/2 large head green cabbage

Ingredients:

•
•
•
•
•

One 3-pound corned beef brisket
(uncooked), in brine
16 cups cold water
2 bay leaves
2 teaspoons black peppercorns
4 whole allspice berries

•
•
•

Directions:

Preheat the
(about 2 pounds), cutinto 8
Flace the co
beef in a colan r
. tn §ink anti pnse well under col
thick wedges
8 small new potatoes
running waten
(about 1 1/ 4 pounds), halved
Pla the corned beef in a large
Freshly ground black pepper to taste Dutch oven with a tight-fitting lid,
Serving suggestion- Whole-grain add the water, bay leaves, peppercorns, allspice and cloves. Bring to
mustard or horseradish sauce
a boil, uncovered, and skim off any
scum that rises to the surface. Cover and transfer
pan to the oven, and braise
until very tender, about 3
hours and 45 minutes.
Transfer the corned
beef to a cutting board and
cover tightly with foil to
keep warm. Add the cabbage and potatoes to the
cooking liquid and bring
to a boil. Lower the heat
and simmer until the vegetables are tender, about
20 minutes,
Using a slotted spoon,
transfer the cabbage to
a large platter. Slic the
corned beef across the
grain of the meat into thin
slices. Lay the lices over
the cabbage and ,surround
it with the pota oes. Ladle
sQme of the hot cooking
liquid over the corned ~eef
and season with pepper;
Serve immediately with
the mustard or horseradish sauce.

• 1 extra-large egg, lightly beaten
• 1 teaspQon grated orange zest
• 1 cup dried'currants
Directions:

Preheat the oven to 375 degrees
pan with parchment
paper.
Combine the flour, sugar, baking soda, and salt in the bowl of an
electric mtxer fitted with the paddle
attachment. Add the butter and mix
on loW'speed until the butter is mixed
into the our.
With a fork, lightly beat the but~
termilk, egg, and orange zest together
in a measuring cup. With the mixer on low speed, slowly add the buttermilk mixture to the flour mixture. Combine the currants · h 1
tablespoon of flour and mix in o the
dough. It will be very wet.
Dump the dough onto a wellfloured board and ·knead it a few
times into a round loaf. Plac~ the loaf -..
on the prepared sheet pan and lightly
-cut an X into the top of the bread with
a serrateci knife. Bake or 45 to 55
minutes, or until a caJ.<e tester comes
out lean. When you tap the loaf, it
will have a hollow sound.
Cool on a baking rack. Serve
warm or at room temperature.

F. Line a she

Irish Soda Bread
Ingredients

Study Mroad:
you simply can•t afford
toaraduatewklloldH.

intlpro9@uwsp.edu -

• 4 cups all-purpose flour,
plus extra for currants
• 4 tablespoons sugar
• 1 teaspoon baking soda
• 11/2 teaspoons kosher
salt
• 4 tablespoons (1/2 stick)
cold unsalted butter, cut
into 1/2-inch dice
• 1 3/ 4 cups cold butter
milk,shaken

-
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Sudoku 6x6 - Puzzle 4 of 5 - Easy
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www.sudoku-puzzles.net

ACROSS

DOWN
1- ISRAELI DESERT
1-0NEOFTHETWO EQUAL
6- BEAVER CREATIONS
SECTIONS OF A CONE
2- DIAMOND FLAW?
10- CALL AT HOME
14- RICE-_
3- FARM BIRD
15- PETER FONDA TITLE ROLE
4-COSTUME
5-COMPETE
16- BIBLIOGRAPHY ABBR.
6- EDIBLE RED SEAWEED
1r PLAIN WRITING
18- FASTTIME
ACTOR BALDWIN
8- COURSE LIST?
19- ANTITOXINS
20-ATTITUDE
9-FREE
10STANZA OF SIX LINES
- 21· ACT OF KISSING
11DINED AT HOME
23- RECLUSE
12N ATLANTIC ARCHIPELAGO
25- UNCOVERED
26- BUDDY
13- GNU COUSIN
21- SIOUAN SPEAKER
27" LEGAL RIGHT
22- CAPITAL CITY OF WESTERN
29- "OUR GANG" GIRL
SAMOA
32- MONETARY UNIT OF INDIA
24- 401(K) ALTERNATIVE
33- FLEUR-DE-_
2r CHALLENGES
.,.. 36- DELLA'S CREATOR
28- SPLIT APART
37- ANIMATION
38- AUSTRALASIAN PARROT
29- SUSAN OF "L.A. LAW"
39-AFFIRMATIVE ANSWER
30- 100 SQUARE METERS
31- "TREASURE ISLAND"
40- DONNYBROOK
41- STOPWATCH-HOLDER
MONOGRAM
32- SOCCER LEGEND
42- FEMALE HORSES
33-ACTOR HERBERT
43- CLOUDLIKE MASS
34-ANGER
44-SOAK UP
35- LEB. NEIGHBOR
47- MUSLIM OPPONENT
OFTHECRUSADERS
37" SUPERFLUITY OF WORDS
38- BANDAGE
51- SUPPLICANT
40-TRADING CENTER
54- STORY
41- ROCKY HILLTOP
55- BURN SOOTHER
42- HALF
56- BANNED APPLE SPRAY
43-AT A GREAT DISTANCE
5rTRICKS
58- COAGULATE
44- EXPEDITIOUSLY
59- ACTRESS ROWLANDS
45- BALL GIRL
46- PUB PERCH
60- BUILD
47" TURKISH PALACE
- 61- HARD TO HOLD
62- MORALES OF "NYPD BLUE"
• 48- LAWSUITS
63- QUIZZES, TRIALS
49-CHOOSE
50- BIRD HOMES
- - - - - - - - - - - - - 52 - CORRI DA CRIES
53-GRANNY
57" EMERITUS: ABBR.

Sudoku 9x9 - Solution 1 of 5 - Ve,y Hard
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OPINION
Th~ genius of .Rebecca Black.
so excited" in which it wouldn't
change the song at all if she were
to say we're.
After she eats her bowl, Black
goes down to the bus stop, where a
- Last week, a music video has car full of friends comes to pick her
been introduced that has shaken the up. She then proceeds to make the bigworld. Of course, I'm talking about gest decision of her life: "Which seat
"Friday" l?y Rebecca Black.
can I take?" There are four people in
This video might be the most the five-seated car and therefore there
ridiculous in the history of bad music is only one more seat open. Doesn't
videos. Let' s look at it piece by piece, sound like much of a decision to me.
Of course, then the chorus starts,
shall we?
The video starts off with her in an where Black sounds like she is trying
animatea' form in some sort of daily to sing from her nose. The noise hurts.
planner. The animation is the most Then it's Friday night at 7:45 (scandalhorrifying thing I've ever seen; it seri- ous time) and she's partying with her
friend on the right. But there's anothously might give me nightmares.
Then, the song starts. Everything' s _e r girl on the left that she do_esn' t even·
_ pedophiles now?
auto-tuned, and yet Black still manag- acknowledge. Poor girl.
Needless to say, this video is
The next part is my personal
es to be out of tune. That's when you
know that you shouldn't be singing, favorite of the song. The lyrics are some work of art.
deep: "Yesterday was Thursday, today
However, there is genius at play
when auto-tune doesn't even work
She talks about how she's wak- it is Friday ... Tomorrow is Saturday, here. The music video has nine miling up in the morning and has "gotta and Sunday comes afterwards." That lion hits and by the time you read
have my bowl, have my cereal." was a nice lesson on the days of the this it will probably have 15 million
and . this thirteen year old is raking
Grammatically this would imply week, we really needed that.
Then there's this 30-some year in the money. And besides all that, it
that she is eating the bowl and then
eating the cereal. But grammar isn't old guy who thinks he's Usher that will definitely be the first thing that I
one of Black's strong suits. Later in is following these thirteen year olds listen to Friday morning.
we glorifying Fun Fun Fun.
the song she sings "we we we we around the city.
KAITLYN LUCKOW

k1uck79 l@uwsp .edu

Photo cour.tesy of MTV.com

Photo courtesy of amp.radio.com
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When I decided. I-was going to be
a teacher, I went into the profession
knowing that I'd be treated poorly
and l?lamed for many of the problems the future would deal with, but
I never expected anything like Scott
Walker's attack on public employees.
With his illegal passing of the repeal
of collective bargaining, he has made
it perfectly clear that quality education is not important to him. In this
climate of injustice, how can anyone
expect education to flourish? Teaching
in the public schools today is filled
with issues related to standardized
tests, standards, and a lack of control
over the classroom. With the necessary changes Scott Walker's budget
will require of schools, teaching will
get much more dif{icult, if not impossible. And doing it well, you might
as well forget about it. Class size
will skyrocket, quality teachers will
find j9bs outside the public sector,
and students with special needs will
not receive the supports they need.

And, since the focus on standardized to grad school for library science in cronies will be recalled and brought
tests will only get stronger, the things the schools. But now, I'm reconsider- up on charges, I am still realistic
teachers are forced to teach will be ing going into a career where I'll be about what I may need to do in ord~
less and less valuable. I find ft hard to trampled on, spit upon, ground up, to be an effective teacher, and that ·
believe that Scott Walker really cares and basically destroyed, not by the may mean· leaving the state where I
about keeping quality educators in · people of the state, _or even the will was born and raised, the state I love,
the state when he is doing everything of the state, but by the politicians the state known for being progresbought and sold by big business. It is sive leader in a country that is slowly ·
in his power to handicap us.
As a result of this budget repair very hard to stay dedicated to help- deteriorating under the force of big
bill, the repeal of collective bargarn.- ing people learn and become better business corruption.
•
ing, and the 2011-2013 budget, I have when the government is telling you
been forced to rethink my entire career that what you do doesn't matter, that
plan. I wanted to teach language arts people don't need to be educated. . KAREN WEATHERWAX
in a middle school, and then go on While I hope that Walker and his GOP UWSP student
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~'Is cell phone photography art?

CLASSIFIEDS
Sandhill Apartments

SAMANTHA FELD
sfe1d857@uwsp.edu

Photography's sole purpose is
communication, and unlike the spoken or written word, it is a form of
communication that can be internationally understood, and holds the
power to capture movements and
tensions within society.
Photography is a rapidly changing medium, and contemporary photography seems to be entrenched in
a 'megapixelmania', where every
aspect of the image can be technically
controlled.
As a film camera junkie, I get the
chills when I see my images coming
up in the developer, and love the fact
that you cannot control every aspect
of your image, like you can with rigorously controlled digital photogra... phy. This more uncontrolled aspect to
photography seems to always make
the images more 'real'.
Film, lo-fi photography, has plenty of enthusiasts.
The most convenient lo-fi camera,
which many photographers are looking to in recent years, is the camera
""-we all always have on us: our cell

phones.
Many artists have devoted entire
series to pictures taken with their
cell phone cameras. Photographer Jim
Darling finds that the casual nature of
his cell phone helps form a quick relationship between him and his subject,
resulting in a more relaxed atmosphere.
Because they lack the intentionality of a point and shoot, cell phone
camera images result in a more direct
recording of the everyday.
Cell phone cameras allow you to
always be looking for a photo, and
have ' the ability to encompass the
same roles of digital SLRs, or point
and shoot cameras.
Though SLR cameras cost more,
who is to say it takes a 'better' picture. The picture it delivers is just a
different kind of picture.
Photography doesn't solely
depend on the equipment, but on the
intention and the core elements of
art: composition, color, framing etc.
I believe art is meant to be accessible
to everyone, and cell phone photography allows people to express themselves without walls.

~:apturing an environmental sculpture before it blows away, is one of the better qualities of
cell phone photography.

•

+

2011/2012 school year, Very
spacious 3-4 bedroom, 2 bath
apartments with private
washer/dryer (not coin-op).
Prewired for phone, cable TV
and Internet. Located next
to a 24-hour grocery store/
gas station, Try out kitchen
with its modern appliances,
then enjoy a book on your
own private balcony. Set an
appointment today while unit
selection is still good. Call
for an appointment today!
(715)343-8926 or (715)3405770 Brian(715)340-9858,
brianm2662@gmail.com
For Rent:
4 bedroom and 6 bedroom
$283 or $261 per month per
person
9 or 12 month lease
Call 715-340-7285 or
paulw@charter.net
University Lake Apartments
2011/2012
3 Bedroom Apartments, 1.5
Bath, Responsive managers,
Starting at $260 /month/person. -Contact Brian at 715-3409858 or brianm2662@gmail.
com
Reasonable 2, 3, 4,5 Bedroom
Homes Near UWSP Campus.
715-340-0062

1,2,3 and 4 bedroom housing
available for the 2011
summer and school year.
Contact Dave at 715 341 0826
/ cell 715 252 8832
or www.sprangerrentals.com
to view what's available.
Rent House in Quiet
Neighborhood
Partially furnished, 3 bedrooms, laundry. Near parks
and downtown.
Ca11 Jim: 715-212-7007
jamaas2001@yahoo.com
SUMMER HOUSING
Across St. from Old Main.
Nice single bedrooms, each
with cable/computer Jacks and
individually keyed deadbolt
Jocks. $450 plus utilities for
entire summer. 715-341-2865
or dbkurtenbach@charter.net

2011-12 School year
4 bedroom house 2 blocks to
UWSP.
Large living room & kitchen,
storage & laundry.
1395/ sem./ student
Call 715-341-0412
Newer 6 bedroom townhouse
1/ 2 block from campus, 2 &
1/2 baths, 1st floor laundry,
dishwasher, free heat & parking, available fall 2011
Call Mike@ (715) 572-1402.
Pointer Place Townhomes,
for groups of 5 or 6, newly
constructed in Fall 2008, free
heat," large single bedrooms,
2 1h baths, washer & dryer
1525 .00/ semester/ person.
Pictures and info at www.
pointerplace.com or 252-6169
or 340-0381.

Immediate opening for a room
lease in a 2-bedroom, 1 and 1/2
bath townhouse 1 block from
campus. Appliances include
dishwasher and laundry. Heat
and water included. Call 715341-4455.

Available Fall 2011
Spacious 1,2,3 and 4 bedroom
duplex apartments. All clean,
well maintained, close to
campus with parking. Most
with laundry and garage
space. (715) 677-3881 www.
stevenspointrentals.net

For Rent
1800 Briggs St
6 Bedroom
Lease 6/1/2011 - 5/31/2012
Matt (715) 340-9377

Off-Campus Housing
Hundreds of Listings
50+ different landlords
www.offcampushousing.info

Capturing the sunset at the perfect spot, Samantha Feld, discusses the ways cell phone photography results in a more ~irect recording of everyday hfe.
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